
01:47:14.000 --> 01:47:21.000 

Okay, starting out. So sorry I can't be here with you this weekend. 

 

01:47:21.000 --> 01:47:30.000 

My paper is called Dt. Phone Camelot. Alien Life forms in our 3 in fiction, and basically in a talk about 
Merlin. 

 

01:47:30.000 --> 01:47:34.000 

So. Chris actually is Berlin and Science Fiction. 

 

01:47:34.000 --> 01:47:37.000 

Given the prominence of the various merlin's of hit c. 

 

01:47:37.000 --> 01:47:50.000 

Film and television programs. Exploration of this class remain most for the study of the real Merlin. Well, 
if his portrayal and untips narratives with realistic and science fictional has been largely collected as 

 

01:47:50.000 --> 01:48:03.000 

a response to this omission to tracing runs from my other visual careers. This say, attempts to widen the 
study of the character and screen by focusing on how the creators one particular type of film 1,000 
productions science 

 

01:48:03.000 --> 01:48:09.000 

fiction. How appropriate Merlin is legend by Shuang and Carnage border! there's a conversation. Nice 
series. 

 

01:48:09.000 --> 01:48:24.000 

It. works Most tele visual origin produced from 1971,008 which covers from the original Star Trek to the 
end of these stargate friendships. many scholars in general tend to focus on 

 

01:48:24.000 --> 01:48:36.000 



how Science fiction image are kindred modes. But I think the appropriation with their encounters in the 
case by writers of the tedious television Science fiction and related text represents a much more 
important development 

 

01:48:36.000 --> 01:48:52.000 

in modern matter. Brand for his. M. Keith Booker explains science fiction. Television quote by very 
nature, explores thought, provoking concepts and alternative perspectives that can challenge its 
audience to rethink long cherish ideas transmissions the 

 

01:48:52.000 --> 01:49:04.000 

matter brand into the context of science fiction television follow this paradigm that offer innovating 
approaches to one or tradition, with often profound implications for the respective natives that go much 
further the sham rotation 

 

01:49:04.000 --> 01:49:11.000 

structures. I is true of presence in fancy-based film and television, is particularly prominent. 

 

01:49:11.000 --> 01:49:13.000 

It's 19 versus tele visual science structure not all around the same. 

 

01:49:13.000 --> 01:49:16.000 

But i'm engaging his impact on narrative It's various forms. 

 

01:49:16.000 --> 01:49:27.000 

The character. Freebel appears in Science fictional productions, as if, for example, the series really 
suggestor those data represented by Zeno like Meredith, I'm. also episodes of this insurance peabody is 
in probable 

 

01:49:27.000 --> 01:49:35.000 

history. thunder, catch time tunnel and the twilight zone. and also any number of adaptations that 
connect one key story. But it's never really appropriated the science fiction context. 

 



01:49:35.000 --> 01:49:46.000 

Of such texts, and normally is invoked by the works as a dragon slide from Slideers tipping point from 
there are limits, and the tech more tech lab telephone these to offer these 2 divinity to do little 2 

 

01:49:46.000 --> 01:49:59.000 

properties larger within that larger speculative enterprise therefore my focus is on a more selective 
program. So it's worth instead 5 series that do see when they're working wrong is to find above sorry 
let's keep 

 

01:49:59.000 --> 01:50:05.000 

that part. Basically, the idea of merlin as something different he's not a muggle 

 

01:50:05.000 --> 01:50:10.000 

He's someone who could do phenomenal things. she's waiting fully within their migrative world. 

 

01:50:10.000 --> 01:50:23.000 

These will only share some common traits. Fact, perhaps due to bookers contention with that quote 
centuries and television constitutes a specific contribution in which each series important influences 
number is come before and to cook he's text file 

 

01:50:23.000 --> 01:50:35.000 

pattern also used by print, based science fiction authors, such as Andre, Norman Emeralds Mirror and 
drowning by, as described by a manish Thompson process of moving back in time for dark ages Unquote 
to 

 

01:50:35.000 --> 01:50:37.000 

advise his origin with more suitable science fiction background. 

 

01:50:37.000 --> 01:50:47.000 

As a result, all these new characters possessed from your own life spans many border on any mortal, 
and I know the guys from around. I've lived at Kimmela past 2 h in trouble to their natural 

 



01:50:47.000 --> 01:50:56.000 

jeopardy. Most of the characters claiming Ron Zeni are not native to the earth, and possess marvelous 
powers attributable to these margins for the more fun for attention in each science 

 

01:50:56.000 --> 01:51:10.000 

efficiency for some traditional Thoriana did lots in these works, and culminates in theization of the 
character within the story franchise. 

 

01:51:10.000 --> 01:51:13.000 

If you went up with David J. David C. right junior now, and W. 

 

01:51:13.000 --> 01:51:20.000 

Boston argue is that television sorry quote televised series transmit narratives about the past. 

 

01:51:20.000 --> 01:51:32.000 

Including the ladies of Maryland. The program, conscious, unconscious that results in shaping the 
audience's collected memory include and creating a new tradition to the progressive reinvention of the 
character. 

 

01:51:32.000 --> 01:51:39.000 

So my first example is from Star Trek 

 

01:51:39.000 --> 01:51:44.000 

The first Science fiction role appeared in the third season episode of the American Television Series. 

 

01:51:44.000 --> 01:51:49.000 

Star Trek, created by Gene Arbor. Send them at the Galaxy during the mid 26. So we start. 

 

01:51:49.000 --> 01:51:58.000 



Track a series from that to most people, our own adventures in the career of the Uss. enterprise, Ncc. 
1,701, a constitution class starship of the push the age federation 

 

01:51:58.000 --> 01:52:05.000 

planets and 5 in mission, as the opening voice of announcement episode could seek a new life in new 
civilizations to boldly go. 

 

01:52:05.000 --> 01:52:12.000 

When Norman has gone before. the Enterprises crew is often referenced to Space Age version of their 
current figures with heads strong. 

 

01:52:12.000 --> 01:52:18.000 

Captain Gyms to correct them into lecture Mr. Spock a mixed heritage and playing the roles of King 
Arthur Rome resp. 

 

01:52:18.000 --> 01:52:30.000 

It's questioning to the arthur night search Robin chart, and she's hoping vision of the future like like into 
Camelot. Few commentators seem aware of the affair context content and merge your own big piece of 
reckoning 

 

01:52:30.000 --> 01:52:34.000 

from the fizzle from should we worry fourteenth, 1,969. 

 

01:52:34.000 --> 01:52:37.000 

It's it open just kirk's Fuckingman Mccoy, Dr. 

 

01:52:37.000 --> 01:52:44.000 

Landlord being down to the plan a whole Burg 9 seventeeng, we can't believe that I'm. 

 

01:52:44.000 --> 01:52:46.000 

Noting flint, I was virtually revealed to me is actually true. 



 

01:52:46.000 --> 01:52:57.000 

My life with the questionceptive views. Learn that phone is born each when you discover that it could 
not dot, the client will be the identifies transportation pronouncing coincision generation coupled 

 

01:52:57.000 --> 01:53:11.000 

with some perfect, a form of biological immune. science. Fisher, based more often has lived a succession 
of life, since it is a bad one, often alternating to alternating between wise men and warriors, and 
amongst my identities are on 

 

01:53:11.000 --> 01:53:25.000 

problem saw me admin on Hector. I was a great relevant, and not to mention appears in attempt and 
part of the creative structure. to establish again is right. Austin phrase it a sense. 

 

01:53:25.000 --> 01:53:36.000 

Of that historical consciousness for viewers. but this illustrious past, we'll discover the pollution of the 
episode. His excess from the earth is robbed him as a mortality, and his current life is funnel one 

 

01:53:36.000 --> 01:53:46.000 

commits proximity. Time Flints connection to Merlin might be derived from the representation 
character, and Walt Disney the Sword Stone, which feature time traveling wrong as far as the backward 
living Room on the region 

 

01:53:46.000 --> 01:53:51.000 

when the rationalization was powers here makes him resemble the non magical mar ones in the film 
lights. 

 

01:53:51.000 --> 01:53:55.000 

The Round Table. So my slot and television series adventurers, Lensla. 

 

01:53:55.000 --> 01:54:04.000 



As long as any member of the film I can tell visual adaptations of twins Canada's court that appeared 
since the 19 twentys, which is not remark, his life is brown. 

 

01:54:04.000 --> 01:54:09.000 

Those other Dennis are potential clues or activities like a market subscription run as a wise major. 

 

01:54:09.000 --> 01:54:15.000 

Some of flint's former sales or sages I don't know Flint is not off to our office in the comment activities. 

 

01:54:15.000 --> 01:54:23.000 

We might presume that asthma, he uses human knowledge to dialogue with King Arthur, sharing his 
council with monarch, to visit the solvent and his king kingdom, make it perhaps acting. 

 

01:54:23.000 --> 01:54:27.000 

That can give, and Da Vinci, by using his ex skills. 

 

01:54:27.000 --> 01:54:31.000 

We may have seen magical to those akin lot to range events. 

 

01:54:31.000 --> 01:54:39.000 

This is installed test, for example, all as he said Zar, or more similar to dimensions working around. So 
it's It's a way to build devices and defense. 

 

01:54:39.000 --> 01:54:46.000 

Oh, I the motto arsenal that would have been congratulations with this, and in addition it can be seen, 
as Clinton's been on with disguise. 

 

01:54:46.000 --> 01:54:59.000 

Lastly, Bryan will leave you with a trip as well as Mentor, is also a master strategist, and often with 
certain profit from experience experiences. some of the history's based ways, is only struggles to take 
power 



 

01:54:59.000 --> 01:55:02.000 

as a former warrior and master strategies then could have made it. 

 

01:55:02.000 --> 01:55:11.000 

Arthur Battle. perhaps given the you need to pretend Saxons without a sprints of Roman matrices, all 
which serves the primary flows of camera from texts. 

 

01:55:11.000 --> 01:55:25.000 

The next example. space 1999. Let me seventies, and you can prove Sharks place explorers on the 
reluctance which another being claimed to have been wrong, and you had to leave from here to 1,900 
and 

 

01:55:25.000 --> 01:55:34.000 

76, it's really for the second season of the Science Fiction Series, case 1,999 a live action series created 
by Jerry and Celia Anderson the part of telling the visual science 

 

01:55:34.000 --> 01:55:45.000 

fiction that's best known the creators of fireball expo 5 and 10 of those who say great Britain since space 
1,999 was a British in American food production played by mostly British productions. 

 

01:55:45.000 --> 01:55:53.000 

We've written on itv and we're sending the kid serious files you eventually have to in base Alpha show 
on the screen here. 

 

01:55:53.000 --> 01:56:01.000 

I'm in Space Station building, and we certainly find out on Korean Zoom, lucky way by near 1999 
explosion, beautiful waste thrust in the natural world. 

 

01:56:01.000 --> 01:56:11.000 

It interestingly. time that zoom went subscribed there was up for nation space. 1,999 is quite a future, 
and stick by firing fence. Perhaps in reference to you See similarities. 



 

01:56:11.000 --> 01:56:16.000 

To the convent. I'm. not introduced here's also more relaxed to one next month. 

 

01:56:16.000 --> 01:56:20.000 

Kina May your rooms discuss here in our billions. 

 

01:56:20.000 --> 01:56:32.000 

The upset, which is James F. iacino convincing the art. This is heavily indebted to the original star Trek, 
up to whom it's a mustache being with long dark hair 

 

01:56:32.000 --> 01:56:45.000 

it's a bloom of the peers and they're. similar to Paul's introduction to starfish and killing himself make us 
materializes off biggest claims to be creative commanding our office the opportunity to begin to get a 
new work request simple to that 

 

01:56:45.000 --> 01:56:50.000 

Apollo makes into the next production, but in apparent, the nineteenth of this entreaty makes you 
select. 

 

01:56:50.000 --> 01:56:54.000 

Apollo was quickly revealed not to be an animal, disappeared. 

 

01:56:54.000 --> 01:57:08.000 

We're all traps, them let's see a vertical pardon all right pairs them off like use the for the atoms, and 
use them in the grace of homogene in the captivity 

 

01:57:08.000 --> 01:57:16.000 

often discovered many things about makes primarily something of a mad scientist seeking rather like a 
futuristic version of Html's arrow. 

 



01:57:16.000 --> 01:57:22.000 

The Cpu information have has only combined the Dna of various features and experiments. and the 
mutation meetings. 

 

01:57:22.000 --> 01:57:35.000 

The Populist remainder. This world, as a result of this, makes it also reference sorry referred to as the 
last and line cosmeticians to perhaps you, first of race, seeming like species, that is a part God, like, 
progress. 

 

01:57:35.000 --> 01:57:44.000 

And they're very much like the Hume of the leader Star Trek friendships. And this powers have been 
achieved by using some sort of biological Apollo disasters. 

 

01:57:44.000 --> 01:57:55.000 

A small technological device manager at the heads if you also the focus of Apollo's absorption working 
to absorb solar radiation and flip from your limited effects. limitless effects. 

 

01:57:55.000 --> 01:58:02.000 

We'll make a Set follow with the feedback and respect The crews force, and it's the fleet terrorist 
community supply of energy. The Apollo re knights with others. 

 

01:58:02.000 --> 01:58:06.000 

Of this time, and omega new atom. we need to just meet his device. 

 

01:58:06.000 --> 01:58:22.000 

Intention that he's God is actually he's advertised to mankind's building of the first step so make estates 
in his as his candidate in the Startup franchise in the Future you visit Earth many times. and the money 
of this 

 

01:58:22.000 --> 01:58:36.000 

technology. let's call this plan to be approach, which is with flint and start supplies a further attempt to 
the part of the serious creators to provide leadership to the pass that there's smoking 



 

01:58:36.000 --> 01:58:41.000 

consciousness. you need to get t-shirt the flowers and P as a magic against the power will. 

 

01:58:41.000 --> 01:58:50.000 

Later, as Simon Vegas. he saw the porch person right, his powers granted by the Secretary of Christ. 
These dandies place make us in the negative life. 

 

01:58:50.000 --> 01:58:54.000 

So he also claims to be both more on another bank of reserve, and you should almost have figure. 

 

01:58:54.000 --> 01:58:59.000 

His best member is a prophet next summer's relative not a magician, I said. 

 

01:58:59.000 --> 01:59:08.000 

The Mega system here is true not a fruit of falsehood. Let me speculate, and how Maryland may have 
been for its aspects, I'm. 

 

01:59:08.000 --> 01:59:21.000 

Sure his displays, apart from the energy absorbed from God's son, it seemed like magic, for Camelot has 
had each of times, because his absurd personality that inspired sales runs to mark nature that We seem 
to equally capable of benevolence another 

 

01:59:21.000 --> 01:59:29.000 

characteristic of Trish, Roman and institutional also for the magazines to have been unconcerned. this 
time on Earth. 

 

01:59:29.000 --> 01:59:33.000 

Is that of interesting reading offers a fresh respect from noon's presence and camel. 

 



01:59:33.000 --> 01:59:44.000 

Since she, from Marmara has been responsible exception of Arthur using his skills to bring together 
kindergarten Andigraine to wife for the lowest 1, one and some text and It's possible Sir Pennsylvania 
the 

 

01:59:44.000 --> 01:59:54.000 

British relax the round table, and would struggle like marilyn as a way she's in the present court of time 
illusory of consequences react to. There's nothing to prevent authenticity using with all those who have 

 

01:59:54.000 --> 01:59:57.000 

sister, the maintex is completed with her superbowl. 

 

01:59:57.000 --> 02:00:07.000 

In fact, as you're producing in sessions Marford, who's destined to bring about as far as death and 
battle, unless I usually give us come on like was 1 one as biggest as Brown had a hand in the rating other 
outfit parents 

 

02:00:07.000 --> 02:00:17.000 

were very figures such as that attrition that's all. and that's like one ofver, as soon as you know, the 
adultery solved results from treason again. so officially. 

 

02:00:17.000 --> 02:00:19.000 

On time, Kate la! so it can mark formal 

 

02:00:19.000 --> 02:00:29.000 

Their uncle wife, expect me, and appears in time we get likewise we achieve a function while it's King, 
and it betrayed the best friend. 

 

02:00:29.000 --> 02:00:35.000 

Husband. You can cause the dashboard off before thanks. A revelation that he was growing can lead us 
to the view. 

 



02:00:35.000 --> 02:00:40.000 

Lead us to view the usual benign figure in a very dark light. 

 

02:00:40.000 --> 02:00:49.000 

Next example, Oops Sorry. those are mutations. My next example is from Doctor, who another British 
produced Transfiction series. 

 

02:00:49.000 --> 02:00:54.000 

Perhaps the most famous one of them to produce the turn science functional Bbc's long run and series 
Dr. 

 

02:00:54.000 --> 02:00:57.000 

New, created 1,963 by Sydney Newman. 

 

02:00:57.000 --> 02:01:03.000 

Seeing Webber and Thomas, and features this session declaration upon this Doctor a timeline from 
planet California. 

 

02:01:03.000 --> 02:01:06.000 

Things, ongoing ventures, traveling with the shares containers. 

 

02:01:06.000 --> 02:01:17.000 

The time, space, and sometimes alternatives. Dr. Human is originally 20 first century inclinations often 
ford's use simple opportunities to access a connect with the past, improving the foreign error. 

 

02:01:17.000 --> 02:01:22.000 

The doctors often went to Roman. Nothing canonical integration to the file season of the series. 

 

02:01:22.000 --> 02:01:35.000 



In the scheme when better than Aaron or which the starfield, the cereal that you're in September the 
nineteenth 9 starts Seester Mccoy as you talk to so some time 

 

02:01:35.000 --> 02:01:45.000 

in your early 1990 s battle food is the first Science fiction velvet, until the career of its version of phone. 
something 11 com would strike this year. 

 

02:01:45.000 --> 02:01:52.000 

Pitch the darker against Monty fay i'm also on screen or parallel dimension with a doctor, apparently 
another of this current incarnation. 

 

02:01:52.000 --> 02:01:55.000 

This gets a bit confusing. have been run centuries ago. 

 

02:01:55.000 --> 02:01:59.000 

The doctor suspects at this moment is his future son for nothing, for others. 

 

02:01:59.000 --> 02:02:04.000 

Made of this by the word as a television series. As far as I can tell, more gain sense. 

 

02:02:04.000 --> 02:02:10.000 

Her son will group the relationships on the President established again by Bipolar and abandoned nights 
aren't with events. 

 

02:02:10.000 --> 02:02:21.000 

But it's arguably mentioned search from the Central Arthur, who, they believe, was taken there by 
Moron to healed Kong tradition. that has Arthur Travis come in this much future king in which you 

 

02:02:21.000 --> 02:02:24.000 

said that Arthur, like one day, returns from our wants, is people. 



 

02:02:24.000 --> 02:02:28.000 

Once again the priests we just met when deconstructed this. 

 

02:02:28.000 --> 02:02:30.000 

Take on one of the core elements of your efficient, The doctors plan. 

 

02:02:30.000 --> 02:02:46.000 

Discover our kid body. I know from Northern marking that the legend was crew merely propaganda 
displaced tantalized suggestion that the doctor was a living Merlin or Ronnet Coronavirus serial office. 

 

02:02:46.000 --> 02:02:50.000 

3 details of this figure. we'll customize all into the doctor's knowledge. 

 

02:02:50.000 --> 02:03:00.000 

It's been the span of many lifetimeers we've served the Arthur well. there's one assumed with the case 
when front and negative service work possible. Doctors ability to generate take on a new identity 

 

02:03:00.000 --> 02:03:12.000 

you have to generate stories in this realm a shapeshifter, that 1, 5 possibility of a third actually 
terrestrial, relevant are Ford Science fiction. 

 

02:03:12.000 --> 02:03:17.000 

One is introduced in any third season. episode of American Student Kid Series. 

 

02:03:17.000 --> 02:03:26.000 

Bad 1 5. I create my genesis for instance, that 1 5 has an intricate internal but like other signs, 
frequencies on that. 

 

02:03:26.000 --> 02:03:34.000 



Often a lot of people, some insight if there's past despite setting the 20 third century so primarily avoid 
the autonomous page, you should have 1 5. 

 

02:03:34.000 --> 02:03:40.000 

The series is more knocked into rings i'm. 

 

02:03:40.000 --> 02:03:43.000 

Not sure if you is the file sheet is millennial conflict planning. 

 

02:03:43.000 --> 02:03:49.000 

This is poet level between the forces of light, shivered by the luminous with like 4 lines at the top of the 
screen. 

 

02:03:49.000 --> 02:03:52.000 

There. in part of the darkness control by the inspector. 

 

02:03:52.000 --> 02:03:59.000 

Shadows, the water images. 

 

02:03:59.000 --> 02:04:04.000 

Controlled by the Inspector shadows despite its talking to Kenyan. 

 

02:04:04.000 --> 02:04:12.000 

Sorry I it's too weird to Kenya overtones the *speaker overlap* space station today's rather like a 
martyr, and kimmel the design is the 

 

02:04:12.000 --> 02:04:23.000 

refuge group. The last vessel of peace as you'll be generation explains. I know, from the galaxy frequent 
24 but war between nailing races in a slum of view of visitors progresses 

 



02:04:23.000 --> 02:04:30.000 

between obviously like darkness, okay, don't want to jump to that one yet. 

 

02:04:30.000 --> 02:04:39.000 

That one of 5 and Clinton much of the assignment here are presented by the issues discussed here and 
gives them a hopeful and hope filled approach appropriately. 

 

02:04:39.000 --> 02:04:50.000 

It's room Field, of course the first few seasons of the series before logs as representatives of the first 
one, the conglomeration of various other races of the family species acting galaxy have manipulated the 
younger races 

 

02:04:50.000 --> 02:04:54.000 

from Millennia, and as an initial stargate feature from it. 

 

02:04:54.000 --> 02:05:00.000 

So it's been us i'm took upon the their needs of the guards of unmistakable into accounts worlds on 
earth. 

 

02:05:00.000 --> 02:05:05.000 

The fall from from November 95 

 

02:05:05.000 --> 02:05:13.000 

At the conclusion of that 1, 5, 6 season. This context development 5 bones and treats there in the 
restaurants. 

 

02:05:13.000 --> 02:05:27.000 

On our accounts later up. So they's later. so much of the prophecy, much future can this is 1,996, if not a 
prophecy of the once for your King to the King Arthur 

 

02:05:27.000 --> 02:05:47.000 



return arise. Men in the feminine of man claiming if from the prospects decides artist presence. 
Otherwise there are figures for elements have also featured onbella 5 motion of the Braille that's the 
third image 

 

02:05:47.000 --> 02:05:53.000 

there. so season one episode room by kristin Marks and Ventura's institution served from the Grail. 

 

02:05:53.000 --> 02:06:07.000 

Charles not discovered. But you could guys change the life from another board station who then 
becomes accessible also the 

 

02:06:07.000 --> 02:06:16.000 

The first 2 commanding office in the station. and Clare and Captain John shared, and they've both been 
linked to our site simpler explicitly in a novel blast. 

 

02:06:16.000 --> 02:06:27.000 

For his wife. So Devin Cannon and the most much future figures, and for the shared interests time as 
President. International alliance is likened to Arthur's time is in part building He commands the 

 

02:06:27.000 --> 02:06:31.000 

battleship it's Calibrate in the Telephone, Babylon, 5 are called Arms. I'm. 

 

02:06:31.000 --> 02:06:39.000 

In this confluence with our own Artifacts application references comes. One appears to be the real 
Arthur, and the sudden rival characters. 

 

02:06:39.000 --> 02:06:47.000 

It's Marcus it's it first fingers there he's the ones doing this puzzled Vlan. It may have been active, and 
Arthur right here through an error he should have taken the King to earth to have one 

 

02:06:47.000 --> 02:07:01.000 



after camera place and spend the animation to the need of you a plausible science fiction turn to a more 
fantastical account found on religion, and perhaps solution to montgomery's battlefield pretty much 
there's not so 

 

02:07:01.000 --> 02:07:03.000 

much, except that the volunteers have employed such and commercial provides. 

 

02:07:03.000 --> 02:07:07.000 

Other instructor figures as we're not only absurd a lot of reasons. 

 

02:07:07.000 --> 02:07:13.000 

These comes inquisitive. excuse me the second English. there. 

 

02:07:13.000 --> 02:07:16.000 

Would it evolve You determine error, Jack? the Ripper? 

 

02:07:16.000 --> 02:07:27.000 

Another episode in series. let's not be sorry also other options here, I guess the bronze have been 
activated for centuries. 

 

02:07:27.000 --> 02:07:36.000 

I'm sorry I move, if not money I initiate the perception of themselves, so that we alongside many of 
these centuries of the oxygen envision them angelic figures. 

 

02:07:36.000 --> 02:07:48.000 

Oh, it's a very powerful scene, if you're a family series playing for the This particular episode, concluded 
by invoking each white's conception wrong as a magical creature 

 

02:07:48.000 --> 02:07:58.000 

usage the ages on one character and like some degree again. Marcus, who's a wash descent. Let's get 
along the boards on kosh. 



 

02:07:58.000 --> 02:08:04.000 

Is the first image on this slide and remarks next thing you'd be saying he's not wrong. 

 

02:08:04.000 --> 02:08:12.000 

They see each package that was how easy to remember for, Tell the future, remembering it, pull them 
forward, which means Brown came from the future. 

 

02:08:12.000 --> 02:08:20.000 

Maybe it, Arthur formed around here by remembering this i'm, doing this patch in about 1 5 series 
Creator sometimes off. 

 

02:08:20.000 --> 02:08:23.000 

Your remarks are only often remarks, and sometimes they can. 

 

02:08:23.000 --> 02:08:36.000 

Yeah. it Doesn't appear to be on the fact that I'm, dealing with the real team Martyr you have the 
concept concept of Roland as Maryland does offer treating insights and nature of its 

 

02:08:36.000 --> 02:08:40.000 

powers back to this slide. Now, Zoom, trust your beings, like are other science fictional? 

 

02:08:40.000 --> 02:08:54.000 

Like Sorry, like some of our other Science Fiction mountains Rolands possess many powers that would 
see magical activity worthless, whether knowledge acquired a linear for existence that of any in a world 
as long as 

 

02:08:54.000 --> 02:09:00.000 

beings appear to be largely more fish, capable by the shift in shape, or merely wants me much 
perception. 

 



02:09:00.000 --> 02:09:12.000 

Either, the team easily explained, they transform the power is now on displays Arthur texts changing, for 
example, from a young man to boy, a wise and sage, or a man a peasant in the stack through the easy 
with the needs 

 

02:09:12.000 --> 02:09:15.000 

from our offspring he's nice to balance just in 4 lines. 

 

02:09:15.000 --> 02:09:23.000 

He's the best guy. he's in fact listen to the charges. You see this on the slide to first 2 images on the slide 
here. 

 

02:09:23.000 --> 02:09:27.000 

Costa is twice in season, 3, about 1 5. 

 

02:09:27.000 --> 02:09:39.000 

First introduction to us to dust for 396 cash in your car the bachelor or orange is walks his way in life. 
and Then it's just he's interluent in the nations from 

 

02:09:39.000 --> 02:09:49.000 

may repairs to Sheridan as dead. Liquid Moron is the primary headed Knowledge of the Extreme world, 
a role especially like in teach voices from the stone and clash is also an educated force to 

 

02:09:49.000 --> 02:09:57.000 

galaxy, since what music is most act and series, you can see the image on the second part of the slide. 

 

02:09:57.000 --> 02:10:01.000 

He sure is about this period as to len the Invariant. 

 

02:10:01.000 --> 02:10:14.000 



That's sort of board at 1 point in the experience he's going to prey get from right 6 informs him that he 
will prove teach him to prove like legends i'm vote a lesson. 

 

02:10:14.000 --> 02:10:24.000 

Directed to with the shadows both of orleans and Marlin are also used to original before, but other 
animals with the Volleyball's watching of the galaxy younger races as 

 

02:10:24.000 --> 02:10:39.000 

Melano's cannot in the larger world lovers which existed inside the going to upon an image of Domains 
Leslie cost with earliest per 1 million dollars a profit and use gift not to My final 

 

02:10:39.000 --> 02:10:50.000 

example sorry. Another extra dressing we're on the last of the Science Fiction runs in the course of this 
study, which is probably in the final 2 seasons of American serious target issue. 

 

02:10:50.000 --> 02:10:57.000 

One. this was June, 2,006, the June 2,007, and the direct video sequel, Starvation proper Truth. 

 

02:10:57.000 --> 02:11:02.000 

From 2,008. The target franchise offers the most developed representation, the one to work 
represented there. 

 

02:11:02.000 --> 02:11:12.000 

It is the only site for trauma completely integrated into the rightures as preexist mythology rather than 
having his role in the hinted at as in the earlier series. 

 

02:11:12.000 --> 02:11:18.000 

Again, thinking this idea of things, building up this tradition 

 

02:11:18.000 --> 02:11:29.000 



Based on the history I'm. starting telling you serious started that she won his appropriate number of 
ethnologies, chiefly used ancient Egypt and the order to hear up with Middle Ages but in more than 
matter of Britain, until 

 

02:11:29.000 --> 02:11:35.000 

it's, including seasons, in both marilyn onto the Boston, of Northern and modern defense, both 
introduced as being ontera. 

 

02:11:35.000 --> 02:11:45.000 

We civilians. The first evolution came I originally, from my addition, Galaxy Good fled to travel to the 
American regality. were 50 million years ago, following a falling out with the kids. 

 

02:11:45.000 --> 02:11:55.000 

We perform religious and zealots for us reduce stars he's 9 for the horrid pointing in early seasons 
during their time, and moved the way of the otter, who would have mentioned them called the ancient 
constructing the group of 

 

02:11:55.000 --> 02:11:59.000 

stargates screen Here, allowing instantaneous travel. 

 

02:11:59.000 --> 02:12:11.000 

Zoom space. we have one whole started. They started the process wherever they might divest 
themselves of the physical eyes and send to the planning existence, and also seated various worlds, 
including the earth and second evolution, of human time and many of 

 

02:12:11.000 --> 02:12:14.000 

those otter that she just mentioned joins collected from the others. 

 

02:12:14.000 --> 02:12:21.000 

The group didn't need to not interference in the affairs of being time. Meanwhile she's in 9 explains the 
war. 

 



02:12:21.000 --> 02:12:31.000 

I 2 created second evolution. If you can find the home we are also begin. or I also began to ascend and 
discover that they could feed upon the fear that they descended to devise a new form of worship to 

 

02:12:31.000 --> 02:12:46.000 

grocer my slides that at some point a Google tier, I traveled to the Pegasus galaxy in Boris, a city ship 
while Atlantis and pag citizens let me likewise given a stargate 

 

02:12:46.000 --> 02:12:55.000 

network, and she was human life. the Doesn't use it theitarian technicists were forced to bend at lenses, 
and let's draw back to them north way led by these lengthy and high Count Councillor 

 

02:12:55.000 --> 02:13:06.000 

Morocco and He's done the bottom here and That's Atlantis on the slide 

 

02:13:06.000 --> 02:13:15.000 

In time Sorry delayed by mit and hi Councillor Morris's manufacturer also called Merton, and he appears 
to consum the part's return Mr. 

 

02:13:15.000 --> 02:13:21.000 

Merlin at the top, more than at the top, and next him. 

 

02:13:21.000 --> 02:13:32.000 

Sorry for a skip from that in time within those with him it's moving with tier and in kind of small also, so 
send it in, join, and many join the others as known in season, 9 of 10, although the others had shielded 
the 

 

02:13:32.000 --> 02:13:39.000 

milk away from all right. we're that alone remain concerned about the threat he opposed, and at some 
point he descended and resumed human form. 

 



02:13:39.000 --> 02:13:54.000 

We retain many parts you possess to be okay Eventually, presumably during their own religious brothers 
came to contact with future key marks there and help them form camela. 

 

02:13:54.000 --> 02:14:03.000 

Well interested arthur's dance because it's twisted identity. and when assumes that run on the Northern 
like Flint biggest and doctor other one you're working around the starts fiction easy skills and knowledge 
for them maybe your 

 

02:14:03.000 --> 02:14:07.000 

bread. of course, known as part, and looking at this slide just I have. 

 

02:14:07.000 --> 02:14:12.000 

It runs towers that maintain from essentially what if we use better blown nature by people? 

 

02:14:12.000 --> 02:14:20.000 

The time and chance to reason that room is if it's not human origins. inspired stories of the same human 
nature condition runs concern for the tier adopted one. 

 

02:14:20.000 --> 02:14:29.000 

The entire way to just an expansion around traditional world has created a potential 

 

02:14:29.000 --> 02:14:36.000 

So well. Camelot more than also create the arthritis. trusted conferences about the Mori and mother 
began, and perhaps continued working. 

 

02:14:36.000 --> 02:14:50.000 

The device cable just trying to send it beings It turns out it's this thing on his his neck here another key 
to it. Theories became concerned. The others became returned and sank down of law. 

 

02:14:50.000 --> 02:14:59.000 



To watch over more than activities in time should become known as more effect. Ruins spent a lot more 
than spent a long time protecting these Antarctica or any technology device. 

 

02:14:59.000 --> 02:15:14.000 

In the meantime this was a second device can see This down the bottom planet. comments for a second 
park computer interface cable shutting user to power mentioned to work in secret second device. 

 

02:15:14.000 --> 02:15:24.000 

We're in time become like more than viewing super special power by people time and service source. 

 

02:15:24.000 --> 02:15:26.000 

Barton's legendary may talk about this relevant on the fable, 13% of the entire permanent. 

 

02:15:26.000 --> 02:15:30.000 

Eventually, sometime after others that was more different than the tea part. 

 

02:15:30.000 --> 02:15:38.000 

3 in nights off world we found a second camera, a distant rope movement to carry on his work on the 
entire device, part of which was called the Sunbro. 

 

02:15:38.000 --> 02:15:44.000 

Sorry. Here we go, ruby Crystal, that on the basis of the Grail legend, think of you! 

 

02:15:44.000 --> 02:15:59.000 

, 

 

02:15:59.000 --> 02:16:02.000 

At some point Dennis log track. Denver, then on plan. 

 

02:16:02.000 --> 02:16:10.000 



A camera conducted both him. But soon after arthur's knights depart from camelon searching brother 
missing some wrong they never find either in the future. 

 

02:16:10.000 --> 02:16:16.000 

No one of the major mysteries of the series which you guys allow, ultimately destroyed a weapon. 

 

02:16:16.000 --> 02:16:21.000 

But come to see Brisbane monado's plans run by a place to Minstasis. 

 

02:16:21.000 --> 02:16:34.000 

See here so like the idea that the Christian cave in events such as advice, we eventually needed her 
actions it for the consequences for the development of the legend of both arts and kemala 
disappearance when inspired 

 

02:16:34.000 --> 02:16:38.000 

legends among the prisons. The physician describes the d 2 invas away 

 

02:16:38.000 --> 02:16:49.000 

Who will from the active monitor text which is we'd like to have this Appearance in front Row, and the 
resulting search was appropriate with its fire storage. 

 

02:16:49.000 --> 02:17:03.000 

The ground was we're. still not on Earth so it kind of complicates things on search for both Morale and 
the Sunbroo recompensed A 1,000 years later when members Vashti won a specialist senior exploration 
in the United States 

 

02:17:03.000 --> 02:17:07.000 

voluntary discover information about run this tool or judicial Tira. 

 

02:17:07.000 --> 02:17:20.000 



It's even covered one century called that One beneath class and re tour meeting of traditional class and 
various So we've got a couple of years from Avalon Sg one we treated a number of technology. devices 
including the arthur's 

 

02:17:20.000 --> 02:17:35.000 

mantle, and fortunately the other. Another device alerted the Alli to the present plumes in that way, 
and then initially proceed to comfort the galaxy converts and habits over the portion excuse the 9 Sq 
one learns and runs into our device and start to then use this search for this young 

 

02:17:35.000 --> 02:17:42.000 

brow. a more questions. she's in tennis she won't encounter has gone to fall of herself. 

 

02:17:42.000 --> 02:17:48.000 

Soon. Here we miss expulsion from the others by providing them with clues from the location. 

 

02:17:48.000 --> 02:17:51.000 

Paycheck. One eventually revised from Lenin Merlin and Dr. Jr. 

 

02:17:51.000 --> 02:17:56.000 

Jackson, Steve, linguist and archaeologist begin to reconstructing antibiotics. 

 

02:17:56.000 --> 02:18:01.000 

I Haven't realized, any more than has been We can provide time and stace it by my dice. 

 

02:18:01.000 --> 02:18:14.000 

After I made possible the transfer of the Jackson kind of see this here, the bottom manager, and by his 
wine brother and Jackson said, motion, elaborate plot through the device, and set it off in a personal 
galaxy the 

 

02:18:14.000 --> 02:18:19.000 

mission successful, narrow, and spirit then passes on to my final slide. 



 

02:18:19.000 --> 02:18:21.000 

Here. However, the Rose of French is not you done with me? 

 

02:18:21.000 --> 02:18:27.000 

And then you repeat this starvation the truth. then Jackson, the rest of the she 1 2. 

 

02:18:27.000 --> 02:18:34.000 

I'll do. tira in the or at home World, where they recovered ancient brainwash device called created and 
left. 

 

02:18:34.000 --> 02:18:40.000 

Buddy left the news by the otter and that's the machine there of you twist this should bar more than is 
eventually real to be gone. 

 

02:18:40.000 --> 02:18:44.000 

A flaw in disguise. having assumed that his identity. 

 

02:18:44.000 --> 02:18:49.000 

Others the clumpton's from a car is when Ashley one activates the Arc. 

 

02:18:49.000 --> 02:18:54.000 

Of proof, and provides the followers, provides the followers of the art with the truth about the beings 
they had worshipped. 

 

02:18:54.000 --> 02:19:03.000 

Gods certain lack of faith weakens. Lastly, all right, dearer. the issues over there. I got a small appear to 
confront her, to engage in eternal struggle all right that is over. 

 

02:19:03.000 --> 02:19:13.000 



Once and fall just to get through closing Close the transmission of the matter. Britain, into the content of 
science. 

 

02:19:13.000 --> 02:19:21.000 

Scripture television offer innovative approach to the millennial tradition that they're much further than 
shared Matthews instructions over in a frequent structure parameter between. 

 

02:19:21.000 --> 02:19:24.000 

But even the modern stores police tracked this mature history. 

 

02:19:24.000 --> 02:19:35.000 

It's size. 15 has a more fluid propane within the subjects, unless in this meeting versions of rather than 
programming that, as book suggests, It's supposed to be looking forward to the internal perspectives. 

 

02:19:35.000 --> 02:19:39.000 

They can challenge its own to rechang more cherished ideas. 

 

02:19:39.000 --> 02:19:50.000 

So thank you for your time. 


